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DEUTSCHER LEBENSTIL UND DEUTSCHE KUL TUR 
(German Lifestyle and Culture) 

Report: "Germans are not how foreigners think" 

Germans are nicer to their recycled garbage than they are to people. Lovely country, rudest people I've ever come across. Have been 
there a dozen limes and am atways stunned at their ability to criticize strangers for the slightest infraction of a rule. Don't even get me 

going about their version of "customer service." 

I have to admit that I appreciate their organization, bureaucratic at best. One lime I got off a train in Berlin leaving behind a day pack with 
1200 USO, and the train was heading to Munich. DB office was able to communicated with the !rain's conductor and located the day pack 

to which I was able retrieve it in Halle, 2 hours away You are not going to get that service in the USA. 
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Ha ha. Let's not too personal now. I know a lot of German families from hosting 12 German HS exchange students and I visit them quite 
often. I am not sure if the younger generation will end up like their parents since they are much Americanized. I will have to wait and see. 
Customer service is definitely a little different. The waiters think they are doing you a favor when they serve you. Sometimes, you have 

for flag them down, and I know they look the other way as if they didn't see you. 
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Enter: der halb liter :} 

The main reason is that German cops will charge you on sight if you get caught. I thought Germans were just being uptight, but It turns out I think its 

more due to fear than "order". 
In fact I feel Germans are much more chaotic in their behavior than say, English people. Just look how Germans queue. They don!. 
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Yep here in Fus sen I have NEVER seen it done exept by Chinese visitors.If the light is red all wait! 

In Aachen. people cross with the red light fairly normally. Not all of them, but I always find a few, 


